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Abstract:
Aim: The main aim of the paper is to test validity of the IO-KM model of individual managerial skills covering
personal-temperamental and intellectual skills using the authors’ self-assessment sheet based on the model examined.
The secondary aim is to gain more insight into the in-depth validation procedure of the skill model. The authors’
intention is to provide arguments supporting the content validity of the IO-KM model, and ultimately of the
comprehensive 4-KM concept.
Research method: For building the IO-KM model, empirical material from selected diagnostics procedures was used
and as regards the deductive approach the model of social competencies proposed by A. Matczak was applied. The
analyses within this scope allowed the managerial skills to be expressed within the framework of the comprehensive
4-KM model, within which the IO-KM submodel is but one of the components and refers to individual managerial
skills of personal nature. For verifying the content validity of the IO-KM model, a preliminary self-assessment sheet
of managerial potential, based on the model, was used, which was subject to in-depth psychometric validation. For
testing validity, the approach displayed by exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses was used, as well as
convergent and discriminant validity. Cronbach’s alfa and Nunnally criterion were used for testing reliability. The
discriminatory power of individual components of the IO-KM model was verified using an inter-correlation analysis
and Kline criterion. In studying the possibility of normality, the K-S test was used in order to verify the similarities
between the distributions of results and theoretical distribution. For the verified version of the IO-KM managerial
self-assessment questionnaire, sten and percentile scores were devised.
Findings: The separated component of the 4-KM concept was verified in quantitative studies which confirmed the
relatively distinctive character of the construct of individual personal-temperamental and intellectual skills in relation
to social competencies and individual occupational managerial skills. A set of 10 individual skills contained in the
IO-KM model proposed by the authors was tested in terms of structural validity and one-factor, uniform construct
was generated. This provided the basis for developing and verifying the final version of the managerial selfassessment questionnaire which satisfies all the basic recommendations in terms of psychometric validity.
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Originality/value of the paper: The considerations included in the paper are logical continuation of the interests in
exploration and systematization of managerial skills. Following the proposal of a comprehensive concept of
managerial skills in the form of the 4-KM model, one of its component was devised – the IO-KM submodel, which
needed to be verified based on its content. Specific aspects, solutions and findings within this scope are contained in
the authors’ earlier paper. In this paper, the IO-KM submodel is subject to in-depth quantitative studies orientated on
confirming its content validity. What is interesting and original here is the use of the preliminary self-assessment
managerial skill sheet based on the IO-KM model which was subject to detailed validation. What makes the outcome
of the research valuable is the development of the final version of a self-assessment sheet which satisfies the basic
psychometric requirements.
Research implications: The findings of the research on managerial skills bring some interesting prospects for
continuing and developing interests related to those issues. On the one hand, it is about further in-depth research on
the IO-KM model (e.g. employing other tools for diagnosing skills apart from the self-assessment sheet –
observations, decision-making simulations, tests, managerial exercises and other) and on the other hand, it is about
building and systematizing in detail the components of managerial skills of the remainder of the comprehensive 4KM model. Following its development and verification, the self-assessment sheet could be applied more widely by
academics and practitioners, producing a source of interesting analytical and comparative material within the scope
of issues surrounding broadly-defined worker skills.
Research limitations: This paper is concerned with only one of the components of the 4-KM model, while the indepth quantitative verification was carried out based on the simplified, although thoroughly verified tool of the
managerial self-assessment questionnaire. A complete verification of the correctness and cohesiveness of the 4-KM
model requires additional and time-consuming studies on the other components of the 4-KM model. One should also
observe the IO-KM model in the context of using other measurement tools (besides the self-assessment sheet) in the
diagnosis of managerial skills.
Key words: managerial skills, 4-KM concept, individual managerial skills, IO-KM model of individual managerial
qualifications, validation, accuracy, reliability, power of discrimination, normalization.
JEL: M12, M51, M52.

1. Introduction
The considerations included in the paper are logical continuation of the interests in exploration and
systematization of managerial skills. Having proposed a comprehensive concept of managerial
skills in the form of the 4-KM model, the authors built one of its components - the IO-KM
submodel, whose content validity should be verified using quantitative studies. Specific issues,
solutions and findings concerned with the IO-KM model are included in the authors’ earlier paper.
The primary aim of this paper is the verification of validity of the IO-KM model of individual
managerial personal-temperamental and intellectual skills using a self-assessment sheet based on
the model. The secondary aim is to gain practical insight into in-depth validation procedure of the
IO-KM model. The discussion is divided into two distinctive parts. The first part contains a brief
outline of the previous premises and findings of the research conducted by the authors on
managerial skills. In particular, against the backdrop of the comprehensive 4-KM model, the IOKM submodel has been approximated, it being the verification object, and selected research
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problems have been delineated. The second part of the discussion is concerned with the most
important stages of psychometric verification of the IO-KM submodel in terms of validity,
reliability and discriminatory power. The final section presents findings and the authors’
comments, as well as the proposal of the final version of the IO-KM self-assessment sheet that was
standardized and tested, together with the norms recommended. The authors’ crucial objective is
the content validity of the IO-KM model and ultimately of the comprehensive 4-KM concept.
2. Assumptions and findings of the authors’ previous research on managerial skills
2.1. Interpretation of the categories applied and preliminary research assumptions
For the sake of clarity of the research investigation concerning occupational skills, it was necessary
to adopt some interpretation of the category, especially in a situation where there exist fairly large
diversity and differences in terms of the proposals made. These issue were thoroughly analyzed in
the previous paper on the subject of modeling managerial skills. At this point, however, it will be
appropriate to signal the most important assumptions the authors adopted in their further studies:
 The term competencies is associated with duties, powers and responsibility of employees, while
skills refer to professional knowledge, abilities and experience, as well as to characteristics,
predispositions, preferences and personal abilities. Skills (just like competencies) have their own
formal and real perspective.
 This was the basis on which the authors adopted their assumption on the application of the term
“professional skills” for personal competencies (formal and real encompassing the following:
professional parameters (knowledge, abilities and experience), personal-temperamental and
intellectual and the term “professional competencies” referring to powers, duties and
responsibilities. This distinction has a wide range and refers to employees, directors, managers
and leaders.
 An important distinguishing feature of the manager is managing a range of tasks, resources,
processes, projects, etc. by fulfilling the function of planning, organizing and supervising on
different levels of organizational hierarchy. What distinguishes the director, on the other hand,
is his strong influence on directly subordinate employees, which determines the achievement of
goals. Every director is usually a manager too, but not every manager has to be a director in the
sense of direct command.
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 In modeling skills, the authors concentrated on personal skills of managers. An important system
of reference was the general model of social competencies proposed by Anna Matczak1. The
analysis of this model inspired the authors to complement it with the context of work situation.
The premise of the model is that the development of the broadly defined parameters of
personality and temperament, on the one hand, and the qualities of intellect and intelligence, on
the other, are original in their nature.2 Both of those constructs are significant in the situation of
social training (natural and organized) which exerts influence on how social skills are being
shaped (Matczak 2012).
 On the basis of Matczak’s model and the empirical material elicited from selected procedures
for diagnosing managerial potential over the period of 2000-2015, a preliminary proposal was
suggested of the relatively comprehensive 4-KM model of managerial skills, whose structure
is presented in Figure 1. Moreover, it was also assumed that there occurred interrelationships
between the components of the 4-KM model.
 The comprehensive 4-KM model of managerial skills clearly needs in-depth theoretical and
practical research. On the one hand, this research should focus on the analysis and verification
of the entire 4-KM, and on the other hand, on detailed structuring and verification of all its
components, including the IO-KM submodel.
 In modeling managerial skills, the focus was in the first place on illustrating and systematizing
the components of individual personal skills, and thus on devising the IO-KM submodel, which
was for the following valid reasons: the original nature of individual personal skills, the
availability of empirical material, as well as larger possibilities in terms of generating a universal
list of personal skills in relation to professional skills.

1
2

The „competencies” category was substituted with the term “skills”.
The new updated version of the model assumes additionally intermediary variables: motivational and instrumental
dispositions and the environment and upbringing variable. See and cf. Wudarzewski G., Wudarzewski W. (2016).
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Figure 1. 4-KM model of managerial skills

Source: self-reported data.

2.2.Conceptualization of the IO-KM submodel and research problems thus involved
For illustrating the components of individual personal skills of manager (IO-KM), what was used
was the empirical material from 20 procedures for diagnosing skills over the years 2000-2015 and
deductive considerations against the backdrop of Matczak’s model and the 4-KM model
(Wudarzewski G., Wudarzewski W. 2016a). This was the basis which allowed for identifying,
within the framework of the IO-KM model, 10 skill components whose list and interpretation, as
well as symbols used in further explorations are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. The list of managerial skills for the IO-KM model
Components of skills
in IO-KM model

Flexibility

Creativity
Knowledge of the rules
of verbal and
nonverbal
communication

Economic sensibility

The ability to construct
arguments

Winning the
conceptual phase

Selective thinking

Combining analytical
with global thinking

Rationality and
reactivity in the
implementation of
tasks
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Interpretation of skills in IO-KM model

The ability to “shift” quickly between areas or dimensions
which are little cohesive and partially mutually exclusive, the
ability to function in differentiated environments of work
situation
The ability to generate new solutions, consistency in quest for
effective ways or ideas of solving problems in work situation
Knowledge of basic rules of communication, understanding the
conditions and assumptions involved in transmitting and
receiving verbal and nonverbal communication, structuring
questions skillfully.

The skill
symbol
adopted
in further
research
KW 1 – IO

KW 2 – IO
KW 3 – IO

Imagination capable of approximating correctly numbers and
economic parameters for a quick analysis as to the viability
and advantages of solutions without being based on
quantitative results and calculation analysis

KW 4 – IO

The ability to generate arguments possible to be advanced in
order to defend one’s own independent, sometimes
different stance, identification of factors which can convince
others to change their mind.
The ability to consider general and analytical factors before
starting to act, a tendency to “restrain oneself” and to
reflect, not beginning a task immediately
The ability to identify quickly crucial factors of task
implementation which decide whether it will be a success or
a failure; “capturing” the most important elements from the
overall context.

KW 5 – IO

The ability to “shift quickly” from the overall perception of
factors involved in the task (high predictability of final
outcomes; identifying and analyzing key and strategic
parameters) to analytical thinking (operational, detailed,
snapshot and insightful thinking).
Rationality in the implementation of tasks resulting from the
information and experience gained, taking appropriate
actions based on the results and conclusions obtained, the
implementation of tasks characterized by predictability.

KW 8 – IO

KW 6 – IO

KW 7 – IO

KW 9 – IO
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Reliable selfevaluation

The right sense and idea as to one’s own predispositions, the
KW 10 – IO
ability to indicate one’s strengths and weaknesses, the
ability to carry out relatively reliable assessment in terms of
progress, errors made and areas which need to be corrected
and improved, a low propensity to overrate one’s image, not
having a strong need of social approval.
Source: self-reported data based on studies and reports on the procedures for recruitment, competition and managerial
potential identification by Witkowski and Wudarzewski W. (1998, 2001, 2002).

The version of the IO-KM submodel proposed requires not only to test its content validity,
but it also generates additional research issues and perspectives. The authors identified the
following research questions in this respect:
1) How the components of the IO-KM submodel should be tested (tools, stages)?
2) Do the components of the submodel display qualities which are similar enough to regard
them as a single uniform construct?
3) Is the IO-KM structure a construct that is relatively distinctive in a specific and general
approach?
4) What is the range and intensity of internal relationships between the IO-KM submodel
components? Are there any correlations and if so, how strong are the correlations between
the components and are they statistically significant?
5) What is the psychometric reliability of the measure made on the basis of the scores
obtained?
6) Do the IO-KM parameters discriminate sufficiently between respondents’ managerial
potential?
7) What are the possibilities to generate norms using the standardized scale?
8) To what extent are the general components of the 4-KM model, as well as the specific
components similar to those from other lists of managerial skills collated by other
researchers?
9) What is the degree of universality of the structure of skills of the IO-KM submodel while
assessing the potential of managers from various positions (industry, firm, level, region,
work environment)?
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Most of these questions can be answered after in-depth psychometric validation of the IOKM submodel, which is the aim of this study, with some problems highlighted in the questions
needing to be further explored theoretically and practically (e.g. questions 8 and 9). At this stage,
however, one has to address more thoroughly question 1 because the problem it contains refers
directly to the way the IO-KM submodel is to be verified. At this point it is worth making a few
remarks. The empirical material from the years 2000-2015 covers a rather broad range of tools
used for identifying managerial potential (e.g. questionnaires, tests, observations, staging, decisionmaking simulations, managerial exercises, behavioral questions, job interviews), and it was
verified accordingly in terms of possible practical application, as well as it was evaluated positively
as logical and clear by those who ordered the procedures. However, using such a broad set of
available tools would be very time-consuming and difficult while making the first attempt at
validation. In the authors’ view, the first stage should be relatively comprehensive (covering all
components of the IO-KM submodel), but at the same time relatively simple; in other words, the
level of detail and depth should not be exceedingly high. If this condition was to be met, larger
possibilities would be created in terms of carrying out diagnostic research with a relatively big
sample in order to find answers to the fundamental questions formulated earlier. Another important
research premise is to ensure the similar level of generality of diagnostic findings in relation to
individual components of the IO-KM submodel, as well as to the entire submodel, and in relation
to the measurement results obtained in other constructs of skills. Of no little importance is the fact,
too, that diagnostic measurements should be accurate and reliable, but at the same time it should
be possible to compare them with the results obtained using different tools so as to be able to carry
out comparisons (even if only randomly).
It was therefore decided that what satisfied those conditions in the preliminary verification
was the questionnaire of managerial skills self-assessment based on the IO-KM model. The
questionnaire is comprised of 10 components of managerial skills, while respondents’ task is to
self-assess the level of their qualities, abilities and predispositions on a scale ranging from 1 to 10
(where 1 means lacking completely the skill in question, while 10 implies that one perceives his
skill at a very high level, clearly exceeding that of most of the members of organization). In this
way each component is assessed on a 1-to-10 scale, with the total score consisting of respondent’s
specific scores reflecting the overall self-assessment of his managerial potential in terms of
personal- temperamental and intellectual skills in work situation. In its form, this tool is similar to
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the list contained in Table 1, which also includes the interpretations of all the components assessed.
The assumption was adopted that before conducting the self-assessment study every respondent
would familiarize himself with the components of the skills and their detailed interpretation,
including selected research examples until one could be sure that everything was clear.
There are a few reasons justifying the choice of the self-assessment questionnaire to be
employed as a diagnostic tool in the first stage of examining the IO-KM model. Firstly, the selfassessment questionnaire was used as a support tool in all the procedures for diagnosing managerial
potential which were explored, next to other tools, like e.g. other questionnaires and tests, staging,
observations, behavioral questions, decision-making simulations, interviews, etc. The
methodological experiences gained so far in the self-assessment diagnosis may therefore prove to
be useful while studying the IO-KM model. Secondly, the analysis of the empirical material from
the period of 2000-2015 confirms that there is relatively high correlation between respondents’
assessment of their managerial potential and the assessment of their actual potential in terms of
personal and professional skills.3 This implies that detailed managerial self-assessment may be, if
specific conditions are met, a relatively reliable source of information on managerial potential.
Thirdly, the self-assessment questionnaire proposed by the authors is consistent with the IO-KM
model, while the structure of its items reflects directly the structure of the IO-KM submodel
components. Such solution should be conducive to sorting out and channeling research
conclusions, as well as it should facilitate comparisons of various types. Fourthly, the strong point
of this tool is high flexibility with respect to the level of detail in diagnosing and drawing
conclusions as to the self-assessment of managerial potential (partial self-assessment, selfassessment of selected components, total self-assessment). Fifthly, the questionnaire is a relatively
simple tool while the diagnosis itself is not much time-consuming, which will be of essence when
conducting research with larger samples. Sixthly, the tool meets the conditions and
recommendations of psychometric verifications because, on the one hand, it should foster validity
and reliability of results, and on the other hand, it offers wide possibilities in terms of making

3

The material collected from the identification procedures of managerial potential from the years 2000-2015 showed
relatively high r-Pearson correlation (on average above 0,7) (at statistical significance at α<0,05) between detailed
managerial self-assessment by candidates referring to specific personal skills and the scores produced by
professional psychometric questionnaire and test –based techniques, observation techniques, interview
techniques and results produced while performing active forms. The total sample of the correlation study was 312
persons.
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comparisons with the results produced using other tools which have already been proven, verified
and standardized. There exist proven psychometric solutions partially linked to the approach under
which studies are conducted based on self-assessment, like for instance SES – Rosenberg selfesteem scale, which the authors of this paper plan to use in their study of the IO-KM model and in
further research (Łaguna et al. 2007; Dzwonkowska et al. 2008). The SES tool is a relatively short
10-item questionnaire (whose structure is similar to the preliminary version of the IO-KM selfassessment questionnaire) which satisfies all criteria of psychometric validity.
The description of the self-assessment questionnaire along with the fill-in instruction and the
suggested interpretation of individual components and scores is included in Annex 1.

3. Psychometric verification of the IO-KM model using self-assessment questionnaire

3.1.The premises of the preliminary psychometric verification

Proper validation studies precede the arrangements concerned with pilot studies and the relevant
size and representativeness of the research sample (Wudarzewski 2014 and literature indicated
therein). The authors concluded that some form of pilot verification were the experiences gathered
during the surveys of candidates’ self-assessment throughout the years 2000-2015, where
respondents understood the interpretation of the managerial skills explored, which was indirectly
confirmed by the relatively high correlation between the self-assessment scores and the final scores
of the participants’ managerial potential achieved through such identification tools as e.g.
observation techniques, interviews, psychometric questionnaires, behavioral questions, stages,
managerial exercises or active decision-making simulations (Wudarzewski G., Wudarzewski W.
2016a). The observations across the different procedures for self-assessment carried out by
candidates did not show that it was necessary to make changes in the procedure. The problem that
had to be solved in the verification studies pertained to the number of respondents. In literature,
the views in this respect vary significantly. Some scholars suggest that the sample should comprise
at most 100 respondents, while others note that the sample of N=100 is weak in numbers
considering only a sample of N=300 to be adequate. Loehlin and Bollen, on the other hand, argue
that the sample size of over N=400 may lead to a situation in which the satisfactory model will be
rejected because of strict observance of validity indicators (Loehlin 1992; Bollen 1989). Another
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way of finding out what sample size will be correct is to determine its level, taking into
consideration the number of variables, and in the case of a questionnaire the number of items. For
instance, Hornowska, and before her Nunnally, suggest that the number of the surveyed should be
ten times more than that of variables (Hornowska 2007; Nunnaly 1978). Kass and Tinsley on the
other hand propose to use 5-10 respondents per one variable (while adding that the sample should
comprise about 300 respondents) (Kass, Tinsley 1979), with Cattel arguing that the proportion of
the surveyed in relation to the number of items should range between 3 and 6 (Cattell 1978, 1966).
In her studies, Szczucka, a Polish researcher, found the sample of N=250 to be suitable, justifying
her finding, among other things, in that 35 items were included in the questionnaire (Szczucka
2010). A more difficult and more complex problem is one referring to conducting a survey with
the representative sample, which is conditioned on the fact that all representatives of the population
in question have the same chance of participating in the survey (Brzeziński 2016). Meeting this
condition may be difficult both for individual researchers as well as those representing larger
specialized units. These difficulties are illustrated by the findings of research on psychometric tools
carried out by, e.g. Psychological Test Laboratory – one of the largest professional publishers of
psychometric tests within which samples often failed to meet the requirements of full
representativeness, which had the effect that the basis of research were often samples which, in
terms of numbers, were similar in their distributions to demographic statistic data, and thus they
were targeted samples or incidental samples (cf. Matczak 2008; Brzezińska, Rafalak 2015;
Jaworowska, Brzezińska 2014). In the case of the study on the IO-KM self-assessment
questionnaire, the authors concluded that both the model and the preliminary self-assessment tool
were generated based on practical experiences accumulated over many years by experts
representing the field of management and psychology of organization, and therefore no significant
risk should occur in that no reliable results will be produced because of a content-based error or a
sample that would grossly deviate from the sample in question, which anyway was ultimately to
be tested through quantitative studies. Moreover, an important point of reference was for the
authors the selection of such targeted sample whose distribution would be similar to those samples
which provided the basis for working out the already verified psychometric tools; in other words –
the authors believed that the research samples from the preliminary studies on the IO-KM selfassessment should be relatively proportional to the samples from other verified tools to be used in
the survey in such a way as to make the scores at least partially comparable. Of no little importance
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was also the issue of respondents’ availability and that is why, apart from the target sample
(informed, quantitative search for a suitable number of respondents with specific demographic
variables), the authors, where possible, additionally used an incidental sample. Table 2 below
contains the sample characteristics for the preliminary research on the IO-KM self-assessment.
The verification study was carried out over the years 2015-2016 using the availability of
persons and contacts with executives and officers of organizations located in different provinces
within the targeted sample. What was also used was having access, during courses, training, and
classes conducted in post-graduate studies, to different people working in managerial and executive
positions within the incidental sample. The first studies concerned with exploratory verification
were carried out with a sample of 73 persons employed in Lower Silesia. The second confirmatory
study on validity of the model encompassed a sample of N=452 from several provinces. Table 3
shows comparisons of the structures of the different samples in the context of selected
psychometric tools used in the study.

Table 2. The list of managerial skills for the IO-KM model
Sample
structure by
gender

men: N=537

Sample
structure by
age
youth (17-18
years old):
N=132

students (19-25
years old):
N=180

women: N=649

total: N=1186

Non-working youth:
N=48
Youth carrying out seasonal or casual work:
N=84
Non-working students:
N=56
Working students:
N=124

adult (25-53
years old):
N=874

Employees (approx. 92%) or those working
until recently: N=868

total: N=1186

total: N=1186

Source: self-reported data.
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Sample structure by employment

Sample structure by
employment in
province
Lower Silesian province:
N=755
Opolskie province: N=136
Śląskie province: N=129
Małopolskie province: N=
25
Wielkopolskie province:
N=66
Kujawsko-pomorskie
province: N=30
Mazowieckie province:
N=45
total: N=1186
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Table 3. Comparison of structures of different samples at psychometric verification4
Sample structure
in the study on
the IO-KM
model

youth:
N=132
students:
N=180
adults:
N=874
men:
N= 537
women:
N=649

Sample structure
in the studies
on BIP (a tool
used in further
studies)

Sample structure
in the study on
SES

Sample structure
in the study on
PROKOS

youth:
students:
N=192
adults:
N=452
men:
N= 307
women:
N=339

youth:
N=303
students:
N=452
adults:
N=366
men:
N= 452
women:
N=669

youth:
N=46
students:
N=173
adults:
N=443
men:
N= 278
women:
N=384

Sample structure
in the study on
Belbin’s team
role
questionnaire
(a tool used in
further studies)
youth:
students:
N=35
adults:
N=125
men:
N= 75
women:
N=85

Source: self-reported data.

The selection of the sample used in the preliminary study on the IO-KM submodel, despite
its failing to satisfy the requirements for representativeness, seems to be useful when verifying the
most important psychometric qualities. In addition, the authors followed the distributions of
samples of other, already verified, tools which were to be used in the subsequent additional studies.
In the further section of the paper, only some results were presented, leaving the remainder to be
included in the upcoming publications. The authors find that the sample structure of the study on
the IO-KM submodel is relatively similar to the structures of the samples of other psychometric
tools.
3.2. Validity verification of the IO-KM submodel
An important stage of the validation test of psychometric tools is to test the questionnaire
accuracy, which is aimed at the following: (1) confirming validity of the structure of the tool
analyzed, (2) confirming that the tool analyzed measures what it is supposed to measure, (3)

4

Explanation of the names of the tools: BIP – Business-Focused Inventory of Peronality by R. Hossiep and M. Paschen;
SES – Rosenberg’s Self-esteem scale adapted by M. Łaguna et al. PROKOS Social Competencies Profile by professor
A. Matczak; Belbin’s team role questionnaire adapted by S. Witkowski.
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confirming content validity of the analyzed construct – in terms of desired convergences and
divergences, (4) identifying the extent to which the questionnaire allows research aims to be
achieved, (5) identification of divergences between the intention of the author of the questionnaire
and that which is actually measured and (6) reflecting the relationship unfolding between the
concept of psychological quality and indicators of this quality which are employed (whether
operationalization of psychological size is adequate) (Brzeziński 2016; Sztabiński 2005, 2011;
Wudarzewski 2014). Among numerous different ways of testing validity, e.g. content, criterion,
theoretical, face, internal, external, expert or convergent and discriminant validity, the approaches
that are relatively frequently employed are those using the analysis of the test’s internal structure
and factor analysis (exploratory and confirmatory) together with rotation, e.g. Varimax rotation,
and convergent and discriminatory analysis (see and compare: Wudarzewski 2014) coupled with
the use of correlation coefficients with adequate statistical significance (p-value). The first study
on validity of the IO-KM self-assessment questionnaire was testing the tool structure based on the
results produced. Within the framework of the exploratory analysis (factor analysis conducted
using the main components method) of the results produced by the first measurement N=734,
Statistica program (version 12) generated automatically one-factor structure of the construct and
factor loadings which are presented in Table 4. Given the one-factor result, the results were not
subject to Varimax rotation.

Table 4. The results of examining the structure of the IO-KM self-assessment questionnaire
using factor analysis and the main components method
IO-KM model skill

Factor loadings values

Flexibility

Skill symbol used in the
study
KW 1 – IO

Creativity

KW 2 – IO

-0,629551

Knowledge of the rules of verbal and nonverbal
communication

KW 3 – IO

Economic sensibility

KW 4 – IO

-0,550440

The ability to construct arguments

KW 5 – IO

-0,537427

Winning the conceptual phase

KW 6 – IO

-0,591813

Selective thinking

KW 7 – IO

-0,553563

Combining analytical with global thinking

KW 8 – IO

-0,628407

Rationality and reactivity in the implementation of tasks

KW 9 – IO

-0,566002

Reliable self-evaluation

KW 10 – IO

-0,524065
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-0,555078
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Starting value.:
Share:

3,321888
0,332189

Source: self-reported data using Statistica program.

The results generated on the basis of the first sample (N=734) confirmed the one-factor
structure of the construct and that there was no need for having to exclude any of the components
(as a parameter attributable to another secondary construct). The authors’ assumption was thus
verified that the skills of the IO-KM model made up one construct, while the qualities of each
component determined relatively high factor loadings. The above results were to be confirmed by
confirmatory analysis; but already these results gave no grounds for rejecting the validity of the
authors’ conceptual and deductive reasoning. The further research work, conducted on a more
diversified sample in terms of demographic place of employment, was predominantly orientated
towards looking for interdependencies between the scores of the IO-KM self-assessment and those
of social skills from the PROKOS proposal by Matczak. That is why the IO-KM scores were
collected within the second separate sample (N=452) from different provinces, which provided the
basis for a more detailed confirmatory analysis aimed at confirming that the structure of the IOKM submodel was adequate. Despite being recommended, this approach is not always applied in
studies on psychometric tests (see and cf. Matczak 2012; Matczak, Martowska 2013). A variety of
indicators may be used in confirmatory analysis, the authors, however, focused on those which
tend to be most frequently cited, i.e. Chi2, GFI, NFI, RMSEA and CFI (see and cf. Dzwonkowska et
al. 2008; Klinkosz, Sękowski 2013). Tables 5 and 6 contain the results of the confirmatory factor
analysis.

Table 5. Results of the confirmatory factor analysis of the IO-KM model
Coefficient
Chi2
df

Coefficient result
74,7484 (p= 0,000105)
35

GFI

0,0501
0,0343
0,0659
0,967

NFI

0,881

CFI

0,931

RMSEA
lower limit (for confidence intervals 90%)
upper limit (for confidence intervals 90%)

Source: self-reported data using Statistica program.
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The results obtained for the structure with one latent variable and ten components showed a
relatively good fit of the model. Although the values of Chi2 statistics did not confirm that it was a
“perfect” fit, still for larger samples (N=452 can certainly be viewed as such) α value often fails to
fulfill the requirements of the lack of significance. The RMSEA result almost “brushes” against
the desired interval of 0,05, with the upper result in the confidence interval of 90% not exceeding
0,08, which, according to Zakrzewska (2004) could suggest that there was a noticeable error in the
model. The other coefficients, in particular GFI and CFI, show relative accuracy of the construct
of the IO-KM model. The specific coefficients summing up the model presented in Table 5 show
moderate, relatively appropriate estimates of the parameters, accordingly exceeding the standard
errors obtained while maintaining the statistical significance requirement. Drawing a cautious
conclusion, neither does the confirmatory analysis provide any basis to undermine the content and
conceptual validity of the IO-KM submodel. The one-factor structure was confirmed by the
exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis, with the submodel components being compared
correctly.

Table 6. Detailed scores of the confirmatory factor analysis of the structure of the IO-KM
model
Skill of the IO-KM
model

Parameter
estimate

Standard
error

T- statistics

p<0,05

Flexibility

Skill symbol adopted for
further research
KW 1 – IO

0,462

0,045

10,219

0,000

Creativity

KW 2 – IO

0,521

0,043

12,136

0,000

Knowledge of the
rules of verbal and
nonverbal
communication

KW 3 – IO
0,492

0,044

11,171

0,000

Economic sensibility

KW 4 – IO

0,467

0,045

10,388

0,000

The ability to
construct
arguments
Winning the
conceptual phase

KW 5 – IO
0,349

0,049

7,124

0,000

0,487

0,044

11,014

0,000

Selective thinking

KW 7 – IO

0,471

0,045

10,482

0,000

Combining analytical
with global
thinking
Rationality and
reactivity in the

KW 8 – IO
0,523

0,043

12,236

0,000

0,515

0,043

11,933

0,000
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implementation of
tasks
Reliable selfevaluation

KW 10 – IO

0,477

0,045

10,698

0,000

Source: self-reported data using Statistica program.

The next study whose objective was to test validity was the analysis of the relationships
between the total scores of the IO-KM managerial self-assessment and the general–overall selfassessment produced by SES and MSEI measurements (with the participation and consultation of
psychology experts). It was assumed that the general IO-KM self-assessment should correlate
partially with the parameters of general psychological self-assessment, for it was likely that higher
self-assessment of managerial potential might affect higher general self-assessment. This
correlation, on the other hand, should not be too high because then the identification of the
managerial self-assessment construct could raise serious substantive concerns (identifying
managerial self-assessment which in fact could be a component of psychological self-assessment
would be doubtful). The study was conducted with two separate samples. The first one comprised
N=336 while taking into account a concurrent measurement of the IO-KM and SES selfassessment, with the second sample taking into account the IO-KM and MSEI measurements.
Considering that the character of the latter tool was very complex, the sample size was smaller, but
still adequate for the correlation dependence parameters to be analyzed – N=220. The results of
those two independent studies are included in Table 7.
Table 7. The results of correlation between the construct of IO-KM managerial selfassessment and general self-assessment and p-statistics value
Analyzed correlations
Correlation with SES results
Correlation with MSEI results

r-Pearson correlation
coefficient
0,332

p<0,05

0,307

0,000

0,000

Source: self-reported data using Statistica program.

The data included in Table 7 shows that the correlation occurs (at an adequate α level)
between the constructs of the overall managerial self-assessment and the overall psychological selfassessment, with this correlation being partial, noticeable but not too high, which is clearly
conducive to confirming validity. The above results confirmed content validity at least on three
accounts. Firstly, the two independent measurements of the IO-KM using two independent tools
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tested psychometrically showed a similar result (0,332 and 0,307). Secondly, no negative
correlation was recorded, which could otherwise raise content-based reservations (managerial selfassessment should not correlate negatively with the general psychological self-assessment). And
finally, the correlation in the two independent studies was at the level that the authors had actually
expected – partial but not exceedingly high. Thus, it is reasonable to identify such a construct as
general managerial self-assessment in relation to general psychological self-assessment, even
though these constructs have mutual links. What complements the above discussion are the results
in terms of specific parameters of MSEI psychological self-assessment. The results of the
correlation between the general IO-KM self-assessment and MSEI components are included in
Table 8. They are listed in a descending order. The results show noticeable partial correlations with
MSEI scales such as leadership abilities, competencies, identity integration or self-control – and as
such with scales which are conceptually close to the issues referring to the IO-KM self-assessment
of managerial potential. Each of the subsequent MSEI scales seems to be less related to the IO-KM
construct, so the visible fall in correlation coefficients is in this case all the more justified.

Table 8. Correlation results between the construct of the IO-KM overall managerial selfassessment and the overall self-assessment and p-statistic value
IO-KM correlations analyzed with MSEI individual scales

Leadership abilities

r-Pearson
correlation
coefficient
0,397

P

0,000

Competencies

0,355

0,000

Identity integration

0,338

0,000

Self-control

0,291

0,000

Physical attractiveness

0,201

0,003

Vitality

0,190

0,005

Popularity

0,171

0,011

Moral self-acceptance

0,168

0,012

Defensive self-enhancement

0,156

0,020

Being loved

0,109

0,106

Source: self-reported data using Statistica program.

It can thus be presumed that there exists a partial relationship between the level of the IOKM overall managerial self-assessment and such parameters of psychological self-assessment as
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leadership abilities, competencies, coherent and stable perception of oneself and self-control. The
authors’ view is that these results confirm conceptually content validity, while partial (and not
high) nature of the interrelation may be engendered by the different way that was adopted to
interpret the IO-KM self-assessment compared to MSEI. It is certain, however, that those results
are not mutually exclusive.
The next validity test involved discriminant studies. The authors’ intention was to show that
it was correct to distinguish the construct of individual managerial skills including personaltemperamental and intellectual skills in relation to such constructs as social skills (not necessarily
requiring work situation, and therefore according to a different approach than in the GS-KM
submodel of social managerial skills (social functioning in work situation)). The diagnosis of
discriminant validity was carried out with a sample of N=452 using the IO-KM self-assessment
tools (overall managerial self-assessment) and the PROKOS questionnaire by Matczak for
measuring social competencies (overall score of social competencies). The conceptualization of
social competencies of the PROKOS tools is, in the authors’ belief, orientated chiefly towards the
issues surrounding the functioning among people, while the way the work context is presented in
this tool is rather general, making no direct references to managerial work nor to aspects of
management together with its functions. The analysis of the results of r-Pearson correlation was at
0,0659 (at p=0,0162), therefore showing that there was no statistically significant correlation
between the managerial self-assessment according to the authors and the overall score of PROKOS
social competencies. The detailed analysis of the correlation between the components of the IOKM submodel and PROKOS scales was also largely statistically insignificant, and in the case when
the statistical significance requirement was satisfied, this correlation was low at less than 0,1665.
The analysis of discriminant validity conducted at a specific and general level showed that
the parameters of the IO-KM submodel and those of social competencies did not evince convergent
qualities and there were no relationships between them, which is yet another element confirming
the validity of separating the IO-KM construct. Table 9 contains detailed results of this analysis.
Another test of discriminant validity involved confronting correlatively the scores of the IO-KM
model skills with the group of the individual professional skills selected preliminary, which the
authors believe could represent the parameters of another (sub) model from the 4-KM concept, i.e.
the IZ-KM submodel encompassing individual managerial skills of professional nature
(knowledge, technical and IT abilities, technical and industry-specific experience, etc.). Among
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the components of the IZ-KM submodel which is currently being developed, there are, among
others, the following: the knowledge of advanced IT programs used at work, detailed industryspecific knowledge, proficiency in Microsoft Office (WORD, EXCEL, Power Point), knowledge
of legal and regulatory provisions, as well as the ability to conduct selected analyses and to draw
up selected documents.
The result of the self-assessment of professional managerial skills was generated using
Gerbier’s ranking technique (Wudarzewski W. 2016) through comparing analytically different
professional skills on a sample of N=196 (about 12 scores were not included in the analysis because
of incomplete information). First it was checked whether the components of the IZ-KM model
correlated with one another in a rational and predictable way at the relevant comparisons. Table 10
contains the results of internal correlations together with the statistical significance values.
Table 9. The results of the correlation between the construct of the IO-KM overall
managerial self-assessment and the overall self-assessment and p statistic value
PROKOS parameters
Assertiveness
Scale

Cooperation
Scale

Sociability
Scale

Flexibility

-,0333
p=,480

,0348
p=,460

,0427
p=,365

-,0312
p=,508

,0716
p=,129

Creativity

,0762
p=,106

,0930
p=,048

,1308
p=,005

-,0034
p=,943

,1581
p=,001

Knowledge of the
rules of verbal
and nonverbal
communication

,0237
p=,616

,0448
p=,342

,1353
p=,004

,0112
p=,813

,0978
p=,038

Economic
sensibility

,0757
p=,108

-,0463
p=,326

,0186
p=,693

-,0550
p=,244

,0611
p=,195

The ability to
construct
arguments

,1544
p=,001

,0583
p=,216

,1665
p=,000

,0231
p=,625

,0896
p=,057

Winning the
conceptual
phase

,0231
p=,624

-,0010
p=,983

,0361
p=,444

-,0586
p=,214

,0166
p=,725

IO-KM
parameters
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Selective thinking

-,0043
p=,928

-,0287
p=,542

,0299
p=,525

-,0494
p=,295

,0260
p=,581

Combining
analytical with
global thinking

,1507
p=,001

-,0164
p=,728

,0280
p=,553

-,0417
p=,377

,0775
p=,100

,0157
p=,738

,0146
p=,757

,0445
p=,345

,0394
p=,403

,0309
p=,512

,0364
p=,441

-,0583
p=,216

-,0428
p=,364

-,0635
p=,178

-,0326
p=,490

Rationality and
reactivity in the
implementation
of tasks
Reliable selfevaluation

Source: self-reported data using Statistica program.

Table 10. Results of internal correlations between the preliminary set of components of the
IZ-KM (sub)model and p statistic value
Knowledge
of
advanced
IT
programs

Detailed
industryspecific
knowledge

Knowledge of
1,0000
advanced IT
p= --programs
Detailed industry,0545
1,0000
specific
p=,447
p= --knowledge
Proficiency in
,4441
-,0208
Microsoft
p=,000
p=,772
Office
Knowledge of
legal and
,4195
-,1131
p=,000
p=,114
regulatory
provisions
Drawing up
documentation
,1776
,2613
p=,013
p=,000
(reports,
analyses)
Source: self-reported data using Statistica program.

Proficiency
in
Microsoft
Office

Knowledge
of legal
and
regulatory
provisions

Drawing up
documentation
(reports, analyses)

1,0000
p= ---

,0187
p=,794

1,0000
p= ---

,2315
p=,001

,2628
p=,000

1,0000
p= ---

Relatively clear and statistically significant correlations were recorded when comparing the
following components: “proficiency in Microsoft Office – knowledge of advanced IT programs”,
and “knowledge of legal and regulatory provisions – detailed industry-specific knowledge,” that
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is, in those comparisons where correlation had been expected. Other correlations were relatively
law or insignificant statistically. Thus, the set of IZ-KM components preliminary tested was
analyzed comparatively with the components of the IO-KM model. The result of this study is
included in Table 11. The results did not show important correlations or the correlations between
individual personal-temperamental and intellectual skills, and the individual professional skills
turned out to be statistically insignificant. This further confirmed that the components of the IOKM submodel constituted a separate construct in relation to the parameters of the IZ-KM
submodel. In addition, an exploratory factor analysis was conducted which brought about, as
expected, a two-factor construct – the first factor encompassing the components of the IO-KM
model, while the second one – the components of the IZ-KM model. The results are presented in
Table 12.

Table 11. The results of the correlation between the preliminary component set of the IZKM model and components of the IO-KM model and p statistic value
Knowledge of
advanced IT
programs
,0152
p=,833
-,0555
p=,440

Detailed
industryspecific
knowledge
,0807
p=,261
,1108
p=,122

,1369
p=,056
,0657
p=,360

Knowledge of
legal and
regulatory
provisions
,1634
p=,022
,0000
p=1,00

Knowledge of the
rules of verbal
and nonverbal
communication

,0150
p=,835

,0910
p=,205

,1471
p=,040

,1098
p=,126

,1307
p=,068

Economic
sensibility

,0625
p=,384

-,0390
p=,587

,0208
p=,772

,1129
p=,115

,0252
p=,726

The ability to
construct
arguments

-,0021
p=,977

-,0051
p=,943

,1114
p=,120

-,0184
p=,797

,1217
p=,089

Winning the
conceptual
phase

-,0540
p=,452

-,0446
p=,535

-,0254
p=,724

,0973
p=,175

,0167
p=,816

Selective thinking

-,0522
p=,467

-,0473
p=,511

-,0444
p=,537

,0615
p=,392

-,1069
p=,136

Combining
analytical with
global thinking

-,0123
p=,865

-,0132
p=,854

,1042
p=,146

-,0506
p=,481

,1366
p=,056

Flexibility
Creativity

196

Proficiency in
Microsoft
Office

Drawing up
documentation
(reports,
analyses
,0467
p=,515
,0776
p=,280
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Rationality and
reactivity in the
implementation
of tasks
Reliable selfevaluation

,0012
p=,987

-,0162
p=,822

-,0435
p=,545

,0375
p=,602

-,0169
p=,814

,0379
p=,598

-,0742
p=,302

-,0711
p=,322

-,0115
p=,873

-,1516
p=,034

Source: self-reported data using Statistica program.

Through the value of loadings, the factor analysis showed which components “loaded” (and
therefore indirectly belonged to) the factors of the IO-KM and ZK-KM models. Relatively clear
values of loadings were allocated to the expected dimensions of the construct of individual skills,
with merely one parameter – “reliable self-assessment” being possibly useful in terms of the two
factors. The result of this test demonstrates that the constructs of individual managerial skills
including personal-temperamental and intellectual skills, and individual managerial skills are not
the same and distinguishing them has reasonable grounds.

Table 12. The results of the study of the model structure of individual managerial skills
encompassing IO-KM and IZ-KM models of the 4-KM concept using factor analysis and
main components method
Components of the IO-KM model
and preliminary IZ-KM
components
Flexibility
Creativity
Knowledge of the rules of verbal and
nonverbal communication
Economic sensibility
The ability to construct arguments
Winning the conceptual phase
Selective thinking
Combining analytical with global thinking
Rationality and reactivity in the
implementation of tasks
Reliable self-evaluation

Knowledge of advanced IT programs
Detailed industry-specific knowledge
Proficiency in Microsoft Office
Knowledge of legal and regulatory
provisions

1 factor

2 factor

0,556837
0,550285

0,296538
0,116688

0,550860

0,335885

0,626907
0,628030
0,567384
0,439447
0,535077

-0,088890
0,065199
-0,106399
-0,203142
0,095148

0,517202

-0,183338

0,346769
-0,052579
-0,018461
0,076977

-0,335651
0,395334
0,566725
0,532404

0,088255

0,468679
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Drawing up documentation (reports,
analyses)
Starting value:
Share in value

0,055223

0,689836

2,912724

1,890892

0,194182

0,126059

Source: self-reported data using Statistica program.

Within the validity analysis, the last study, which was to provide information on the
uniformity and general relationships between the components but also on their relative mutual
separateness, involved examining the internal correlation between the IO-KM components. This
case was different than when analyzing the preliminary IZ-KM components (where “proficiency
in Microsoft Office” was conceptually related to “the knowledge of-operating advanced IT
programs”) in that it was assumed that the individual IO-KM components-skills should be
“slightly” correlated, since as a whole they make up the construct of individual managerial selfassessment in terms of personal-temperamental and intellectual traits, while in themselves they are
relatively distinctive (i.e. no strong causal relationships should occur between them).
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Flexibility

1,000

Creativity

0,282

1,000

Knowledge of the rules of
verbal and nonverbal
communication

0,379

0,255

1,000

Economic sensibility

0,237

0,276

0,178

1,000

0,186

0,282

0,242

0,281

1,000

0,219

0,268

0,227

0,357

0,225

1,000

0,199

0,257

0,183

0,252

0,260

0,301

1,000

0,273

0,302

0,254

0,402

0,216

0,380

0,244

1,000

0,217

0,236

0,278

0,316

0,259

0,298

0,144

0,272

1,000

0,210

0,226

0,239

0,233

0,271

0,197

0,304

0,187

0,237

The ability to construct
arguments
Winning the conceptual
phase
Selective thinking
Combining analytical with
global thinking
Rationality and reactivity
in the implementation
of tasks
Reliable self-evaluation

Reliable self-evaluation

Rationality and reactivity in the implementation of tasks

Combining analytical with global thinking

Selective thinking

Winning the conceptual phase

The ability to construct arguments

Economic sensibility

Knowledge of the rules of verbal and nonverbal communication

Creativity

Flexibility

Table 13. The results of internal correlations between the preliminary set of components of
the IO-KM submodel and p statistic values

1,000

Source: self-reported data using Statistica program.

The results of the internal correlation study carried out with the sample of N=734 are included
in Table 13. With a few comparisons, the correlations fell within the range 0,3 to 0,4, and so they
were partial, noticeable in their nature, being not the sort of a strong correlation. In the majority of
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cases, however, the correlation was at a low level, approx. 0,2. All the correlation coefficients
proved to be significant statistically. This analysis demonstrates that in some spots the components
of the IO-KM model are partially dependent, but in general they are relatively separate and “do not
overlap” one another.
3.3. Verification of the IO-KM submodel reliability
Another stage of validation studies involves the reliability analysis, which accounts for the
accuracy of the measurement, the size of error made by the researcher who interprets the results
obtained using a questionnaire that was adapted and validated, as well as for setting allowable
limits of this error and the conditions for acceptability of results (Wudarzewski 2014 and literature
indicated therein). The methods most frequently cited in this respect are the following: the
measurement of consistency of results over time, of equivalence and homogeneity. However, some
researchers, like for example Hornowska (2007), Sztabiński (2011), Sagan (2003) or Chełpa
(1993), draw attention to the difficulties and limitations involved in employing and comparing the
double measurement, which they explain by the lack of full reproducibility across many studies
conducted. This is why a great deal of researchers in their reliability analyses adopts the approach
of homogeneity verification, i.e. internal consistency (e.g. split-half, Guttman split-half coefficient,
and Spearman-Brown coefficient). Sztabiński (2011), Sokołowski and Sagan (2003) emphasize
that this is one of the most common approaches in estimating reliability in sociological studies. A
very popular coefficient for measuring reliability of the psychometric tools is the parameter of
Cronbach’s Alpha (see and cf. textbooks for questionnaires of the Psychological Tests Laboratory
cited in literature), which is associated with the measurement of intercorrelation of components.
The authors conducted the reliability study with the two independent samples referred to earlier
while discussing the exploratory (N=734) and confirmatory analysis (N=452). Both results
satisfied Nunnaly criterion and were at the recommended above-0,7 level. The Cronbach’s Alfa
result of the first sample was at 0,775, while that of the second sample was at 0,744. It is worth
noting that the results were at a relatively similar level. The study concerned with a hypothetical
reduction of individual components of the IO-KM self-assessment questionnaire did not reveal that
it was necessary to remove any of the components from the model. Detailed results of this study
are presented in Tables 14 and 15.
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Table 14. The results of the study on a hypothetical reduction of the questionnaire and its
components for the first sample of N=734
IO-KM model skill
Flexibility

The skill symbol adopted
for further studies
KW 1 – IO

Creativity

KW 2 – IO

Knowledge of the rules of verbal and
nonverbal communication

KW 3 – IO

Economic sensibility

KW 4 – IO

0,750

The ability to construct arguments

KW 5 - IO

0,759

Winning the conceptual phase

KW 6 - IO

0,754

Selective thinking

KW 7 - IO

0,761

Combining analytical with global
thinking
Rationality and reactivity in the
implementation of tasks
Reliable self-evaluation

KW 8 - IO
KW 9 - IO
KW 10 - IO

Reliability value when
component is removed
0,759
0,754
0,758

0,750
0,757
0,761

Source: self-reported data using Statistica program.

Table 15. The results of the study on a hypothetical reduction of the questionnaire and its
components for the second sample of N=452
IO-KM model skill
Flexibility

The skill symbol adopted
for further studies
KW 1 - IO

Creativity

KW 2 - IO

Knowledge of the rules of verbal and
nonverbal communication

KW 3 - IO

Economic sensibility

KW 4 - IO

0,718

The ability to construct arguments

KW 5 - IO

0,724

Winning the conceptual phase

KW 6 - IO

0,725

Selective thinking

KW 7 - IO

0,739

Combining analytical with global
thinking
Rationality and reactivity in the
implementation of tasks
Reliable self-evaluation

KW 8 - IO
KW 9 - IO
KW 10 - IO

Reliability value when
component is removed
0,725
0,722
0,722

0,718
0,719
0,723

Source: self-reported data using Statistica program.
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The results of the study on reliability confirm that the IO-KM questionnaire of managerial
self-assessment proposed by the authors meets the criteria of psychometric validity and can be used
as a tool with appropriate reliability and credibility characteristics.

3.4.Verification of discriminatory power of the IO-KM model items
Not so frequently encountered in the questionnaire validation procedures is the phase involving the
measurement of discriminatory power of components or items. This type of analysis aims at
determining to what extent the test item or scale discriminates between respondents in terms of a
characteristic associated with them (in this case managerial skills). The analysis of discriminatory
power of a component or scale should show that they do not refer to aspects which are typical,
common, relatively stable and easily predictable, as well as those which discriminate only to a very
small extent (Wudarzewski 2014 and literature indicated therein). Among many approaches to
measuring discriminatory power, such as, for example, the quartile analysis for assessing statistical
significance of two extreme groups (25% or 27% of respondents), one-way Anova, Wilks’ lambda
(λ) or t-Student test, what is nowadays distinguished is the possibility to estimate discriminatory
power of different items of a questionnaire through the analysis of their correlations with the overall
result (see and cf. Michałowski, Holas 2013). Szczucka and Field, whom she cites, suggest the
level that exceeds 0,3, while Brzyski and his coauthors recommend using Kline’s criterion (above
0,4) (Gąsiorowska, Balcar 2006; Szczucka 2010; Brzyski et al. 2003). Also in this case the authors
of this paper carried out measurements on the two independent samples (N=734 and N=452),
recording high scores for discriminatory power in the first study (almost all components met
Kline’s criterion, with only one being at the threshold) and somewhat lower scores, although still
satisfactory, for the second. These studies confirmed that the IO-KM model components had
adequate discriminatory power and that there was no reasons for removing any items, as an
“excessively popular” factor. Detailed results of the study of discriminatory power are included in
Tables 16 and 17.
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Table 16. Discriminatory power analysis of the IO-KM model components for the first
sample of N=734
IO-KM model skill

The skill symbol adopted
for further studies

Correspondence with the overall
result

Flexibility

KW 1 - IO

0,418

Creativity

KW 2 - IO

0,457

Knowledge of the rules of verbal and
nonverbal communication

KW 3 - IO

Economic sensibility

KW 4 - IO

0,487

The ability to construct arguments

KW 5 - IO

0,422

Winning the conceptual phase

KW 6 - IO

0,457

Selective thinking

KW 7 - IO

0,405

Combining analytical with global
thinking
Rationality and reactivity in the
implementation of tasks
Reliable self-evaluation

KW 8 - IO
KW 9 - IO
KW 10 - IO

0,425

0,489
0,431
0,399

Source: self-reported data using Statistica program.

Table 17. Discriminatory power analysis of the IO-KM model components for the second
sample of N=432
IO-KM model skill

The skill symbol adopted
for further studies

Correspondence with the overall
result

Flexibility

KW 1 - IO

0,395

Creativity

KW 2 - IO

0,416

Knowledge of the rules of verbal and
nonverbal communication

KW 3 - IO

Economic sensibility

KW 4 - IO

0,441

The ability to construct arguments

KW 5 - IO

0,401

Winning the conceptual phase

KW 6 - IO

0,394

Selective thinking

KW 7 - IO

0,298

Combining analytical with global
thinking
Rationality and reactivity in the
implementation of tasks
Reliable self-evaluation

KW 8 - IO
KW 9 - IO
KW 10 - IO

0,417

0,441
0,431
0,420

Source: self-reported data using Statistica program.
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3.5. Verification of possible standardization of managerial self-assessment questionnaire of
the IO-KM model

Having obtained adequate results in terms of psychometric validity and reliability, the last study in
the validation procedure is to verify the distributions of the results achieved and to determine the
possibility of working out norms, which is associated with the procedure of devising a scale-key
allowing for transforming raw scores (received directly from respondents) into the standard scale
selected (Wudarzewski 2014 and literature indicated therein). This process consists in converting
raw scores into the form of a distribution with identified properties, e.g. a normal distribution.
Defining further the standards allows, on the other hand, for locating and comparing the
questionnaire score with other scores. In literature the standard scales that tend to be mentioned
quite frequently are as follows: sten scores, stanine scale, tetron and ten scale. For validation studies
and estimation of psychometric qualities, researchers most frequently verify the goodness-of-fit of
the distribution with the theoretical (normal) distribution using Kolmogorov’s-Smirnov’s test (KS), with Pearson (χ2), Lillefors or Shapiro-Wilk (S-W) tests being less likely to use. Testing the
goodness-of-fit of the empirical distribution of raw scores with the theoretical distribution consists
in testing hypotheses H0 (empirical distribution is in the nature of normal distribution) and H1 (an
alternative hypothesis; the nature of empirical distribution of scores is different from normal
distribution) through the analysis of the statistical significance ratio.
However, one encounters a problem when scores do not display the characteristics of normal
distribution. In such a situation it is possible to develop the so called temporary standards by using,
e.g. the percentile scale ranging from 0 to 100 composed of 99 full units and two extreme “halfcentiles”. This kind of solutions is chosen in the works of, e.g. Śliwak and Bartczuk (2011), Klamut
(2009), or Wudarzewski G. (2016). The present authors used the package offered by Statistica
software focusing mainly on the outcome of the K-S test. The test of the goodness-of-fit of the
distributions compared to the theoretical distribution was to refer to the components as well as to
the overall score. Detailed results of this analysis are contained in Table 18. As the results showed,
the distributions of scores for individual components of the self-assessment questionnaire of
managerial skills did not have the characteristics of a normal distribution, so the authors at this
stage of work decided to develop percentile norms for all the 10 components of the IO-KM model.
The exception was the result of the overall managerial self-assessment for which the shape of the
graph from Figure 2 as well as the K-S test showed similarity to normal distribution.
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Table 18. Results of the analysis of the distribution of scores for individual components and
the overall score of the IO-KM self-assessment questionnaire
IO-KM model
skill

Flexibility

The skill
symbol
adopted
for
further
studies
KW 1 - IO

0,157757

p < ,01

p < ,01

0,942533

0,000000

Creativity

KW 2 - IO

0,153312

p < ,01

p < ,01

0,944459

0,000000

KW 3 - IO

0,184941

p < ,01

p < ,01

0,923371

0,000000

KW 4 - IO

0,128016

p < ,01

p < ,01

0,967674

0,000000

KW 5 - IO

0,139433

p < ,01

p < ,01

0,959877

0,000000

KW 6 - IO

0,153908

p < ,01

p < ,01

0,961261

0,000000

KW 7 - IO

0,178813

p < ,01

p < ,01

0,950292

0,000000

KW 8 - IO

0,149797

p < ,01

p < ,01

0,953606

0,000000

KW 9 - IO

0,174177

p < ,01

p < ,01

0,934605

0,000000

KW 10 - IO

0,145256

p < ,01

p < ,01

0,952171

0,000000

SO 10 - IO

0,048963

p < ,10

p < ,01

0,995029

0,017609

Knowledge of the
rules of verbal
and nonverbal
communication
Economic
sensibility
The ability to
construct
arguments
Winning the
conceptual
phase
Selective thinking
Combining
analytical with
global thinking
Rationality and
reactivity in the
implementation
of tasks
Reliable selfevaluation
IO-KM OVERALL
SELFASSESSMENT

Maks D

K-S p

Lillief. p

W

p

Source: self-reported data using Statistica program.

Annexes 2a and 2b present the sten and percentile norms devised for the raw scores of the IO-KM
questionnaire for managerial self-assessment together with the interpretation of the scores.
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Figure 2. The graph of the fit of the IO-KM general self-assessment variable to normal
distribution
Variable: IO-KM, Distribution: Normal
Chi-square test = 11,83163, df = 8 (fit) , p = 0,15888
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Source: self-reported data using Statistica program.

4. Conclusions

The considerations included in the paper are the logical follow-up of the interests on examining
and systematizing managerial skills. Having proposed in an earlier publication a comprehensive
structure of managerial skills in the form of 4-KM model and building the IO-KM submodel, the
authors decided that it was necessary to test validity of the solutions proposed. The main objective
of the paper was to verify the validity of the IO-KM model of managerial individual personaltemperamental and intellectual skills. To this end, a self-assessment sheet for managerial potential
was used based on the IO-KM model which was subject to in-depth psychometric validation while
taking into account the assessment in terms of accuracy, reliability, discriminatory power and
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standardization possibility. The tests confirmed the relatively distinctive nature of the construct of
individual personal-temperamental and intellectual skills in relation to social competencies and
individual professional managerial skills. The list of 10 components proposed by the authors and
included in the IO-KM model was tested in terms of the structural validity of the model and onefactor and homogenous construct was generated. This provided the basis for devising, verifying
and standardizing the final version of the managerial self-assessment questionnaire together with
the standard table which can be used in studies on managerial skills. The previous research results
in terms of managerial skills offer interesting prospects for continuing and expanding interests
surrounding this topic. On the one hand, it is about exploring further the IO-KM model (e.g. using
other tools for diagnosing skills apart from the self-assessment sheet – observations, decisionmaking simulations, tests, management exercises and others) and on the other hand, it is about
building and systematizing in detail items of managerial skills of the remainder of the components
of the comprehensive 4-KM model.
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Annex 1. The IO-KM self-assessment questionnaire form

THE IO-KM SELF-ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE OF
MANAGERIAL SKILL
author: Wudarzewski Grzegorz; Wudarzewski Włodzimierz
Name and surname (or diagnostic code).................................................................................. Age:....................
Education (field of studies)…………………………………..…………………………………………………………….
Gender (M/W).................. Occupation……......................................................Survey date:……..........................

Questionnaire instruction

The questionnaire contains a list of ten managerial skills which when considered jointly are aimed at determining
how you assess your own managerial potential. Most people have their strengths and weaknesses, similar to
having skills at which they are better or those which in their own assessment are at a lower level. Please try to
rate your own level of skills included and described in the table below. Should you have any doubts as to
understanding any of the skills listed, or you are not sure how you should rate them, please ask the expert
conducting the survey. Please keep in mind the following premises:

1. What you should follow in the first place is your feeling as to your level of a particular skill and not
whether this skill is important for your work, whether it facilitates your task performance, or which you
perceive as the most valuable in yourself.
2. If you have no idea or feeling as to the level of the skill in question, do not rate it, but remember to view
such situations as justified last resort.
3. Please try to make assessment in a responsible way, i.e. try to indicate the level that is relatively realistic
without either overrating or underrating it.

Rate you skills on a 1-to-10 scale using the interpretations given below:
12345678910-
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I think I don’t have this skill at all, and either this type of abilities.
I think that I don’t have this skill.
I think I don’t quite have this skill.
I think I have this skill at a level below average.
I think I have this skill at an average level.
I think I have this skill at an above-average level.
I think I have this skill at a relatively high level.
I think I have this skill at a high level.
I think I have this skill at a very high level.
I think that I display a very high level of this skill, decisively higher than the level other people display
and I can safely say that I could be a model to others.
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The answer sheet
Components of skills in
IO-KM model

Flexibility

Creativity
Knowledge of the rules of
verbal and nonverbal
communication

Economic sensibility

The ability to construct
arguments

Winning the conceptual
phase

Selective thinking

Combining analytical with
global thinking

Rationality and reactivity in
the implementation of
tasks

Reliable selfevaluation

Interpretation of skills in the IO-KM model

Your
assessment
(1-10)

The ability to “shift” quickly between areas or
dimensions which are little cohesive and partially
mutually exclusive, the ability to function in
differentiated environments of work situation.
The ability to generate new solutions, consistency in
quest for effective ways or ideas of solving
problems in work situation.
Knowledge of basic rules of communication,
understanding the conditions and assumptions
involved in transmitting and receiving verbal and
nonverbal communication, structuring questions
skillfully.
Imagination capable of approximating correctly
numbers and economic parameters for a quick
analysis as to the viability and advantages of
solutions without being based on quantitative
results and calculation analysis.
The ability to generate arguments possible to be
advanced in order to defend one’s own
independent, sometimes different stance,
identification of factors which can convince others
to change their mind.
The ability to consider general and analytical factors
before starting to act, a tendency to “restrain
oneself” and to reflect, not beginning a task
immediately.
The ability to identify quickly crucial factors of task
implementation which decide whether it will be a
success or a failure; “capturing” the most important
elements from the overall context.
The ability to “shift quickly” from the overall perception
of factors involved in the task (high predictability of
final outcomes; identifying and analyzing key and
strategic parameters) to analytical thinking
(operational, detailed, snapshot and insightful
thinking).
Rationality in the implementation of tasks resulting
from the information and experience gained, taking
appropriate actions based on the results and
conclusions obtained, the implementation of tasks
characterized by predictability
The right sense and idea as to one’s own
predispositions, the ability to indicate one’s
strengths and weaknesses, the ability to carry out
relatively reliable assessment in terms of progress,
errors made and areas which need to be corrected
and improved, a low propensity to overrate one’s
image, not having a strong need of social approval.
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Annex 2a. Standard tables
Raw
score
10-46

Converted score

Psychometric interpretation of the score

1 sten

very low score

47-51

2 stens

52-56

3 stens

57-61

4 stens

62-66

5 stens

67-72

6 stens

73-77

7 stens

78-82

8 stens

83-87

9 stens

88-100

10 stens

low score
below-average score
average score
above- average score
high score
very high score

Source: self-reported data.

Table 2. Table with percentile norms for the IO-KM components score
Converted score

Interpretation of the percentile score

1-9 -percentiles

very low score

10 – 20 percentiles

low score

21 – 50 percentiles

average score

51 – 70 percentiles

high score

71 – 100 percentiles

very high score

Source: self-reported data.

Table 3. Table with confidence intervals for the scores of the IO-KM overall selfassessment
Values that need to be added to or subtracted from the raw score of the IO-KM general selfassessment in order to elicit the intervals covering the real score, with a 85% and 95%
probability
SEM for SO-IO
85%
95%
4,746
Source: self-reported data.
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Annex 2b. Percentile norm grid for the scores of skills (components) of the IO-KM
submodel

Source: self-reported data.
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